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INTRO 
 
 

FOCUS project – FOstering the Capacity of social workers delivering edUcation on life Skills is two 

years long, funded by Erasmus + program – Adult Education - Strategic partnership of innovation. 

This project involves three countries: Italy (Cooperativa Sociale 3P and Associazione per la 

Mobilitazione Sociale Onlus), Portugal (Desincoop), Romania (Federatia Filantropia).  

The project aimed at fostering life skills in workers on the social sector involved in the protection 

and educational path, in which life skills enter into force automatically in daily work. Improving life 

skills and being aware of those has the consequence of improvement not only at the work level but 

also at the individual level and in the interpersonal relationship. One of the main goals of Focus 

project is in fact, the realization, of training modules on life skills for social workers in social sector.  

We have an important need to improve education on life skills through the sharing of innovative 

instruments specific for workers in the social sector. 

The first step of the project was a “Literature review on scientific findings on the impact of life skills 

on the social workers' daily work and in field of learning needs identification. 

The aim was to collect data on the social worker’s life skills, in terms of having a frame to understand 

which one they have and which one they need to improve. The data collected involve the three 

countries, Italy, Portugal and Romania in order to be presented to educators, social workers, 

managers, and Public Authorities. 

During the second step, the learning needs identification, a questionnaire has been administered to 

30-35 workers in the social sector. This questionnaire was composed of 5 scales: General Health 

questionnaire, Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale, emotional Intelligence, The Life Skills 

Assessment Scale, Maslach Burnout Inventory, a free section to test the organizational climate. After 

the data analysis a focus group was realized to elaborate on life skills, emotional intelligence, 

stimulate personal opinion on the importance of life skills in daily work, acquiring information on 

working climate and collect operational suggestions on necessary interventions.  

The third step of the project was a realization of an online platform, www.focus-project.eu, for the 

evaluation of life skills and emotional intelligence in workers on the social sector, through a series 

of evaluation tools downloadable from the website, and the identification of training paths on the 

basis of Focus model implemented during the project activities and described in this guidelines.  

On the basis of data collection, the following guidelines have been implemented.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

his manual contains the theoretical and practical units, provided during the training within 

the project  “FOstering the Capacity of Social Workers delivering edUcation on life 

skills”, and it is a guide for operators wishing to promote life skills in education. 

The term Life Skills refers to the ability to assume positive behaviors that allow you to effectively 

deal with the demands and challenges of everyday life (WHO, 1993). 

In 1993, the Department of Mental Health of the World Health Organization (WHO) defined a 

list of ten life skills, such as (see figure 1):   

1) Self-awareness includes our recognition 

of ourselves, of our character, of our 

strengths and weaknesses, desires and dis-

likes. Developing self-awareness can help us 

to recognize when we are stressed or feel 

under pressure. It is also often a prerequisite 

for effective communication and interperson-

al relations, as well as for developing empathy 

for others.  

2) Empathy is the ability to act immediately 

in the mood or situation of another person, 

even in a situation that we may not be famil-

iar with. Empathy can improve social interac-

tions, for example, in situations of ethnic or 

cultural diversity. Empathy can also help to 

encourage nurturing behavior towards peo-

ple in need of care and assistance, or toler-

ance, as is the case of people with mental 

disorders, who may be stigmatized and ostra-

cized by the very people they depend upon 

for support.  

3) Critical thinking is an ability to analyze 

information and experiences in an objective 

manner. Critical thinking can contribute to 

health by helping us to recognize and assess 

the factors that influence attitudes and behav-

ior, such as values, peer pressure, and the 

media.  

4) Creative thinking contributes to both 

decision making and problem solving by ena-

bling us to explore the available alternatives 

and various consequences of our actions or 

non-action. It helps us to look beyond our 

direct experience, and even if no problem is 

identified, or no decision is to be made, crea-

tive thinking can help us to respond adaptive-
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ly and with flexibility to the situations of our 

daily lives.  

5) Decision making helps us to deal con-

structively with decision about our lives. This 

can have consequences for health if young 

people actively make decision about their ac-

tions in relation to health by assessing the dif-

ferent options, and what effects different de-

cision may have.  

6) Problem solving enables us to deal con-

structively with problems in our lives. Signifi-

cant problems that are left unresolved can 

cause mental stress and give rise to accom-

panying physical strain.  

7) Effective communication means that 

we are able to express ourselves, both ver-

bally and non-verbally, in ways that are ap-

propriate to our cultures and situations. This 

means being able to express opinions and de-

sires, but also needs and fears. And it may 

mean being able to ask for advice and help in 

a time of need.  

 

 

8) Interpersonal relationship skills help 

us to relate in positive ways with the people 

we interact with. This may mean being able 

to make and keep friendly relationships, 

which can be of great importance to our 

mental and social well-being. It may mean 

keeping good relations with family members, 

which are an important source of social sup-

port. It may also mean being able to end rela-

tionships not safe or constructive.  

9) Coping with stress is about recognizing 

the sources of stress in our lives, recognizing 

how this affects us, and acting in ways that 

help to control our levels of stress. This may 

mean that we take action to reduce the 

sources of stress, for example, by making 

changes to our physical environment or life-

style. Or it may mean learning how to relax, 

so that tensions created by unavoidable 

stress do not give rise to health problems.   

10) Coping with emotions involves rec-

ognizing emotions in ourselves and others, 

being aware of how emotions influence be-

haviour, and being able to respond to emo-

tions appropriately. Intense emotions, like 

anger or sorrow can have negative effects on 

our health if we do not react appropriately.

  

 



 

 

 

 

With the aim to promote the development of life skills in education, we used some activities 

drawn from two methods developed in our previous research and activities: MetaSkills and 

MetaEmozioni.  

Metaskills is a method aimed at developing the ten skills described by WHO, while MetaEmozioni 

is a method specifically addressed to develop emotional and metaemotional intelligence.  

As shown in figure 2, we considered self-awareness as a super-ordered construct, that derives 

from two subgroups of life skills, the former more based on cognitive skills and the second more 

based on emotional ones. 

Then, MetaSkills has been used in particular for promoting abilities in the cognitive subgroups (De-

cision Making, Problem Solving, Creative Thinking and Critical Thinking), while MetaEmozioni and 

MetaSkills have been used together for fostering abilities in the emotional subgroups at personal 

(empaty, copying with emotions, copying with stress) and interpersonal (effective communication 

and Interpersonal relationship) levels. 

 

 



 

 

 

Promoting life skills requires, first of all, that these skills are learned through practice and, second-

ly, that the recipients are recognized as having the right / duty to assume responsibility for their 

own health.  

Their learning occurs when the motivations for knowledge, the potential and the different abilities 

owned by a person turn on positive and pro-social behavior, when, you get to know what to do 

and how to do it, and above all when you are aware of knowing how to do it (Boda, 2001). 

For these reasons, in all the activities we use several techniques in order to obtain the maximum 

involvement by participants, such as discussions and work group, debates, brainstorming and role 

playing.  

In the next sections, the theoretical framework of each life skill is provided, followed by the activi-

ties that we proposed to learners.  



 

CHAPTER 1 

SELF AWARENESS 
 

 
 

n this chapter we will introduce the concept of self awareness, described as one of the main 

factors in assessing one's individual maturity. Being aware of oneself, of one's values, of 

strengths and weaknesses allows the subject to be able to make more flexible and meaningful 

choices with respect to his / her bio-psycho-social well-being. 

As above mentioned, we consider self-awareness as a super-ordered construct that influence and 

is influenced by the two subgroups of cognitive and emotional life skills. 

 

1. SELF AWARENESS 

Developing self-awareness therefore means recognizing the cornerstones of one's life to improve 

oneself and accept oneself unconditionally as an intrinsically valuable subject. 

Taking into consideration the therapeutic model of the ACT Acceptance and Commitment Thera-

py, the most specific element of the ACT is perhaps given by the emphasis on personal values. 

Hayes (2004) states that only starting from the value context the action, the acceptance, the de-

fusion are integrated between them in an effective proposal. Within the RFT (Relational Frame 

Theory) the values represent what is important for us, such as people, objects, relationships, our 

work, ect. and therefore indicate the direction in which the person's behaviors should go. 
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The first phases of the ACT therapy are characterized by searching for personal values in the dif-

ferent domains of life: in the family, in intimate relationships, in health, in work, in spirituality and 

so on. One of the techniques used is to ask what one would want to be written on one's grave-

stone, or what was said during one's own funeral. Once the personal values are clarified, it is pos-

sible to define objectives that embody these values, concrete and gradual actions that can allow 

the achievement of these objectives. 

During the process to reach the objectives, people can meet and identify our  weaknesses; the aim 

of ACT is also the concept of acceptance, that is not just tolerance, but an active embrace without 

judging the experience experienced here and now thanks to the technique of cognitive defusion 

and the transcendental experience of itself. An interesting aspect of ACT therapy is the use of 

mindfulness. According to the American Psychological Association (APA.org, 2012), mindfulness is: 

 

“…a moment-to-moment awareness of one’s experience without judgment. In 

this sense, mindfulness is a state and not a trait. While it might be promoted by 

certain practices or activities, such as meditation, it is not equivalent to or synon-

ymous with them.” A nice way to define mindfulness has been made by the organ-

ization The Way of Meditation1 that compare it to a microscope; it is neither an 

offensive nor a defensive weapon in relation to the germs we observe through it. 

The function of the microscope is just to clearly present what is there. Mindful-

ness is fully in the now, even if it encompasses both the past and is oriented to-

wards the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1 www.thewayofmeditation.com.au 



 

TARGETS OF THE ACTIVITIES: 

• Explore one's self-awareness; 

• Identify your values; 

• Identify your strengths and weaknesses; 

• Reflect on how to develop one's strengths and improve or accept one's weaknesses; 

 

2. ACTIVITIES ON SELF AWARENESS 

2.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

“What makes life meaningful?”   

This activity can be performed in a group session and allows to reflect about what is very im-

portant in our life. The activity is important because help people to focus on some thoughts or 

ideas that they didn’t think to have and to share the different points of view.  

 

Objectives:  Reflect on what makes life meaningful, on the concept of meaningful, of personal 

well-being. 

Age target: adults 

Material: sheet and pen for taking notes 

Procedure: imagine that someone important to you asks you, "What makes life meaningful?" 

Imagine, before answering, that your answer will have important implications for this person's life.  

Try writing the answer. Then a brainstorming is carried out on the concept of meaningful life and 

well-being. 

  



 

2.2 ACTIVITY 2: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

"The compass of values" 

This activity helps people to individuate easily the values that they consider very important 

through the use of the value sheets. It could be useful to ask to the people to add some values if, 

during the activities, they may think something else.   

Objectives: identify your values 

Age target: adults 

Material: value sheets. 

Procedure: choose from the "value sheets" those you think belong to you / guide you and that 

make your life meaningful. 

 

 

TAKE CARE OF MYSELF 

 

Get moving 

 

Accept myself 

   

To thank 

 

 

See possibilities 

 

Ask for help 

 

 

Feel pleasure 

 

Find peace 

 

Understand 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CREATE LINKS WITH OTHERS 
 

To trust 

 

 

Being loving 

 

 

To be honest 

 

 

To admire 

 

 

Get in touch 

 

 

Appreciate others 

 

 

To belong 

 

 

Be understanding 

 

 

 

GET INVOLVED 

 

Dance with joy 

 

 

To imagine 

 

Have the courage 

to dream 

 

 

Create 

 

 

Look for freedom 

 

 

To achieve 

 

 

Look for knowledge 

 

 

Embrace  

the moment 

 

 



 

FOLLOW THE VALUES IN PRESENCE OF 

DIFFICULTIES 

 

To forgive 

 

 

Seek wisdom 

 

Let it be 

 

 

To strive 

 

 

Being with uncer-

tainty 

 

 

Feel confident 

 

 

Say goodbye 

 

 

Feeling different 

 

 

2.3 ACTIVITY 3:   FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

“Go to your values” 

The aim of this activity is to find and understand the best and most functional strategy to reach the 

values identified before. Often people know very well their values, but they don’t know the best 

strategy to get them. In this activity we ask to people to describe some behaviors that they acted 

in the past and that they think to act in the future, in order to react the values. It’s important, also 

in this case, to do a group discussion at the end to share the different experiences and the differ-

ent ways people can get same values.  

Objectives: how and what I do to move towards goals. 

Age target: adults 

Material: scheme "going towards one's values" 

Procedure: complete the "My journey through values" scheme by choosing from your own Ac-

tivity 2 values and identify which actions/objectives you intend to take to make your life 

meaningful 



 

 

2.4 ACTIVITY 4:  FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

“Explore your strengths and weaknesses” 

This activity aims to put people in front of their own strengths, which facilitate them in achieving 

their values, and their own weaknesses, which, instead, hinder them in achieving their values.  

Objectives: identify one's strengths and weaknesses linked to one's own values  

Age target: adults 

Material: papers of strengths, paper and pen for notes 

Procedure: choose the strengths and weaknesses of the cards, linked to your own values 

identified in Activities 2 and 3. In the end, each will draw a map of strength and weakness points. 

 

GO TO YOUR VALUES 

 

 

Area 

Experiences lived 

(What actions have I taken 

or I take to get closer to 

my values?) 

Moving toward the Future 

(What actions can I take 

to get closer to my values? 

What are the small steps I 

could start doing?) 

 

Studying / training / em-

ployment 

 

  

 

Relations 

 

  

 

Personal growth and 

health 

 

  

 

Fun / leisure / recreation  

 

  



 

 

STRONG POINT CARDS 
Appreciate 

beauty 

 

Appreciate art, 

music, painting, 

dance or other 

expressions of 

beauty 

 Ability to love 

 

I can express 

and receive love 

Teamwork 

 

I'm good at 

working in a 

group 

Wisdom 

 

I do not lose 

sight of what is 

really im-

portant in my 

life 

Caution 

 

I avoid unnec-

essary risks and 

think before I 

speak 

Self-Control 

 

I am very disci-

plined and I re-

spect my goals 

despite the 

temptations to 

abandon them 

Able to be a 

friend 

 

I can be a good 

friend to oth-

ers 

Curiosity 

 

I find the world 

a very interest-

ing place and I 

like being in-

volved in new 

experiences 

To be right 

 

I recognize my 

mistakes and 

try to treat all 

people equally 

Social intelli-

gence 

 

I can adapt to 

different situa-

tions and un-

derstand the 

emotions that 

others experi-

ence 

Spirituality 

 

I believe in a 

universal force 

or in God and 

keep my faith 

firm even in dif-

ficult times 

Courage 

 

I can do what I 

think is im-

portant even 

when I'm afraid, 

I feel uncertain 

or intimidated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tolerance 

 

I don't try to 

get revenge. I 

accept that my 

friends and the 

people I don't 

love are not 

perfect 

 

Be grateful 

 

I express grati-

tude and I am 

grateful 

 

Hope 

 

I trust that I 

can achieve my 

goals 

 

Enthusiasm 

 

I love what I 

do and I can't 

wait to start 

new projects 

 

Sense of per-

spective 

 

I can see things 

from different 

points of view 

and take per-

spective from 

others 

 

Discovery 

 

I love trying 

new things and 

exploring possi-

bilities 

 



 

Sense of 

humor 

 

I use humor to 

revive other 

people's days. I 

try to put a 

touch of hu-

mor on every-

thing I do 

 

Perseverance 

 

I don't stop do-

ing what I think 

is important 

even when 

things get tough 

or when I fail 

 

Honesty 

 

I tell people 

the things that 

are important 

to me, I keep 

my promises 

and I don't lie 

 

I notice what 

happens  

Inside me  

I'm usually 

aware of what I 

think and feel 

I notice what 

happens 

around me 

I notice what 

happens around 

me, the conse-

quences of my 

actions on oth-

ers 

 

Kind to myself 

 

When they are 

not up to my 

expectations, I 

can forgive my-

self and resume 

my commitment 

to my goals 

I judge care-

fully 

 

I think deeply 

about things 

and make deci-

sions after 

considering all 

the facts in 

question 

Kindness 

 

I help my 

friends, I do my 

best to support 

others, I love 

making people 

happy 

 

Leadership 

 

I can lead and 

help a group 

work well to-

gether 

Awareness 

 

I choose to do 

what matters 

to me even 

when I feel dif-

ficult emotions 

like sadness, 

anger, insecuri-

ty or I feel de-

motivated 

 

Inner balance 

 

Difficult 

thoughts and 

emotions do 

not overwhelm 

me. I can doubt 

myself, have 

fears and still 

try to achieve 

my goals 

 

Focus on ef-

fectiveness 

I focus on doing 

what works and 

acting in a way 

that makes my 

life better 

 

 

 

 

I love learn-

ing 

I love learning 

and growing 

Humility  

I do not behave 

as if I were a 

special person, I 

do not boast and 

humbly live the 

good things that 

happen to me 

Creativity 

I like to show 

me new ideas 

or invent new 

ways of doing 

things 

 

   

 

 

 

  



 

 2.5 ACTIVITY 5: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

 

"What do I do with my weaknesses?" 

 

The aim of this activity is to ensure that people acquire the willingness to work on their own 

weaknesses, according to an incremental approach, or accept them unconditionally. 

 

Objectives: 

• Developing incrementality and unconditional self-acceptance; 

• Reflect on incrementality and unconditional self-acceptance. 

Age target: adults 

Material: pen and paper to take notes 

Procedure: once the weaknesses have been identified, describe if it is possible to improve them 

or accept them unconditionally. 

 

  



 

CHAPTER 2 

COGNITIVE LIFE SKILLS 

 

 

ll cognitive skills are important for the individual life and World Health Organization in-

cluded only Decision Making, Problem Solving, Creative Thinking and Critical Thinking 

among the cognitive skills that are essential for life.  

 

 

 

In the following sections we will introduce each of them giving some suggestion for their self as-

sessment and for their fostering with activities drawn from MetaSkills program. 
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1. CREATIVE THINKING  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

reativity is considered as the ability 

to "produce" new information 

starting from what is known. From 

a scientific point of view, some scholars con-

sider creativity as a competence and others 

consider it as a characteristic of personality.  

Guilford (1967) divides it into 4 factors:  

1) Fluidity (producing different ideas from a 

given stimulus)  

2) Flexibility (going from one scheme to 

another quickly)  

3) Processing (associating the products of 

fluidity and flexibility in a clear, complex and 

original way) 

4) Evaluation (retaining information for use 

in various contexts). 

 

Creativity is a cognitive skill very useful for making decisions and solving problems and can be de-

veloped from an early age by stimulating curiosity and the opportunity to explore the surrounding 

world. 

 

In everyday life, creative thinking is the ability to think about possible alternatives, to have original 

ideas to find solutions, to get out of difficult situations or behavioral patterns that block us.  

For this reasons, creativity is considered a synonymous of the, ability to find an alternative; curiosi-

ty; original thinking; authoritativeness and personality; variety of interests. 

To train creative thinking, a good exercise is the brainstorming technique, which consists in freely 

inventing the greatest number of possible solutions to a problem. 
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Another way to train yourself to see reality from new points of view is to sit and look around; 

take any item (eg. A GLASS) and ask yourself2:  

 

Ø if you didn't know, what name I would give them?  

Ø if you didn't know what it was for, what would I use it for?  

Ø if it wasn't what it is, ... what would it be? For example, if I reverse it, what does it look like? 

 

Targets of the activities: 

• Recognize the importance of divergent, fluid and flexible thinking   

• Learn to use divergent thinking with awareness 

 

2. ACTIVITIES ON CREATIVE THINKING 

2.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

 

"… A new story!" 

 

The narration of a story, gradually invented and created by all the participants, allows them to ex-

perience their creative abilities. In fact, this activity aims to generate a story by connecting to what 

the previous participant said, trying to be as creative as possible. it is interesting to structure a 

group discussion at the end of the activity in order to share the greatest difficulties encountered in 

the history elaboration phase. 

 

Objectives: develop creative thinking through the verbal channel. 

Age target: adults 

Material: sheet and pen for taking notes 

Procedure: to arrange in a circle. The first begins to tell an invented story, then passes the word 

to another who will have to continue the story, and so on... 

Eventually we will reflect together on the process and on the creative skills put in place during the 

experience 

                                                
2 www.lifeskills.it 



 

3. TEST OF CREATIVITY AND DIVERGENT THINKING 

The test that can be used in order to evaluate the creative thinking is “Test della creatività e Pen-

siero Divergente” (TCD; Williams, 1997).  

The TCD evaluates the 8 factors of divergent thinking and creative personality: fluid, original flexi-

ble and elaborative thought which are part of the cognitive-intelective area; and the willingness to 

take risks, the complexity, the curiosity and the imagination that are part of the emotional area. 

The TDC consists of two protocols, A and B, that evaluate the divergent thought, which can be 

administered individually or in groups. the subjects have to create 12 drawings starting from ab-

stract images and to assess them a title.  

Moreover the test allows to evaluate creativity thought, through the administration of a self-

administration questionnaire consisting of 50 items. 

 

It is not possible to provide the test because it is currently on the market with the Erickson publishing house. 

 



 

4. PROBLEM SOLVING 

 

  

 

 

 

roblem solving is a useful skill for 

solving life problems and managing in-

terpersonal conflicts. In the following 

we will present the problem solving method 

in 6 phases from which it is possible to learn 

to proceed through logical and realistic rea-

sons with respect to the resolution of per-

sonal and relational problems. 

Problem solving phases:  

Ø Define the problem (my problem is ...)  

Ø Brainstorm to identify possible solutions (I think of all possible ways to resolve, without 

censoring myself ...)  

Ø Predict the possible consequences of each of the alternatives identified and "weigh them" 

(pros and cons ...)  

Ø Identify the best solution  

Ø Establish the best way to apply it 

Ø Check if the chosen solution reaches the expected objectives 

Facing a difficulty using problem solving means abandoning old patterns and facing a problem that 

immediately creates a cognitive dissonance between what is known and what is not yet known. To 

do this we need to elaborate hypotheses and verify them carefully. The problem solving skill is 

stimulating, but also demanding; arouses interest and involvement, but requires great concentra-

tion and reworking. Especially with subjects with motivational problems, this strategy is stimulating 

because it allows us to learn with enthusiasm information presented in the form of problems, per-

ceiving our mind as being able to discover errors, to generate hypotheses and to find solutions to 

complex situations in everyday life. When the involvement, the interest, the readiness to learn are 
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solid and stable, it is possible to move away from practical examples and devote oneself to more 

abstract situations3. 

 Targets of the activities:  

Ø Learn an effective method of problem solving.  

Ø Improve creativity and critical sense  

Ø Improve self-regulation skills  

Ø Apply problem solving to achieve goals and to solve interpersonal conflicts 

 

5. ACTIVITIES ON PROBLEM SOLVING 

5.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

“Modeling on problem solving” 

Through a modality of circle time, we ask to participant to reflect about their problem solving 

strategies. It could be useful to help participants to remember some specific episodies of their life, 

trying to understand, all together, the style used to solve the problems or difficulties.  

Objectives: reflect on your own problem solving style  

Age target: adults 

Material: sheet and pen for taking notes 

Procedure:  

1. Brainstorming of which problem solving strategies to use  

2. Model the 6 phases of problem solving. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
3 www.didatticapersuasiva.com 



 

5.2 ACTIVITY 2: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

Problem solving in 6 phases 

Differently from the previous activity, the six phases that characterize the functional problem solv-

ing are exposed to the participants. Subsequently, stimulus situations are presented through which 

participants can practice, applying the six phases. It could be useful that the participants, if desired, 

set out a difficult or problematic personal situation and tried to solve by the method previously 

modeled. 

Objectives: to implement an effective problem solving method  

Age target: adults 

Material: presentation of various problems to be solved / interpersonal conflicts 

Procedure: after a modeling on the P.S. method in 6 phases, present some problems in various 

areas of life and practice solving them using the 6-step method:  

Ø A colleague often offends you.  

Ø You confided a secret to someone you trusted but fear that this person reported it to 

someone else.  

Ø You signed up for a new gym. Some customers giggle and tease you.  

Ø Tomorrow you have an important job interview but you realize that your best clothes are 

in the laundry.  

Ø You can't complete a job because you don't have the right skills, but your employer wants 

it ready as soon as possible.  

Ø Your child has an important game and is very keen on your presence, but on the same day 

you have an important work commitment.  

Ø Your partner has scheduled an exit, but when you come back from work you have forgot-

ten it and you are particularly tired. 

 



 

6. CRITICAL THINKING 

 

  
 

he critical sense is a skill that allows 

us to examine the various situations 

we face on a daily basis, with an ap-

proach free from excessive internal and ex-

ternal constraints. Together with creativity, 

the critical sense allows freedom and auton-

omy for decision making and problem solving. 

Having a good capacity for reflection of criti-

cal analysis of the situation does not neces-

sarily lead to the true conclusion: but it cer-

tainly leads to creating a personal, careful and 

free from prejudice judgment. 

 

 

The 5 steps for implementing critical skills: 

 

1. Choose the subject to be examined  

2. Ask questions on the topic  

3. Take information to provide answers to your questions  

4. Review the information 

5. Determine how to react 

 

 

The focus of critical thinking is to respond to information rather than just accept it. Questioning is 

the main component.  

Some strategies for developing critical thinking are (Ennis 2011): 
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Observe and draw conclusions. When 

individuals begin to make precise observa-

tions about objects or information, then they 

are able to draw conclusions or make judg-

ments based on such observations 

Compare news and topics. This allows 

you to express how things are similar and dif-

ferent and helps to analyze and categorize in-

formation. A simple example of this activity is 

to make an apple and an orange compare. Al-

lowing you to describe their similarities and 

differences. 

Comparing stories is another way to 

encourage critical thinking. When listing 

the points in common and the differences be-

tween them.  

Discuss and analyze the stories. Repeat a 

story heard or read in your own words. This 

stimulates you to analyze the characters, the 

setting, the plot and other elements. Synthe-

size the main concepts of the story instead of 

answering questions, which do not find direct 

answers in the story. This allows us to de-

duce and draw our conclusions based on 

what we have understood of history. 

Analyze the characters and the setting 

of the story. This is an excellent opportuni-

ty to allow anyone of us to compare ele-

ments inside and outside the story. So that 

we can connect the story to our life and in 

any case to real situations. 

The main skill of critical thinking is 

called synthesis. Even as children we begin 

to use information in a new way and apply it 

to different concepts. 

Learn in synergy with others. It gives us 

the opportunity to learn and develop the 

skills of critical thinking as we will share their 

own ideas and those of others by learning 

about each other. Read the stories together 

and share opinions on the story. Helping us 

in a constructive debate, in which everyone 

can defend their ideas. 

Tell unfinished stories. Telling a story 

without an end and asking to complete it is 

another way to develop critical thinking skills. 

You must take the information of the story, 

complete it with creativity and get each to 

your own conclusion. This can be done simp-

ly by asking the interlocutor "What do you 

think happens next?".  

Put the Socratic Method into practice. 

Socrates was famous for teaching critical 

thinking through incessant interrogation. We 

are all led by nature to ask questions, and of-

ten we turn the situation upside down by an-

swering questions with further questions. As-

suming a position contrary to that of others, 

forcing them to defend their opinions on a 

topic4. 

                                                
4 www.mauriziodalsanto.com 



 

Targets of the activities: 
 

Ø Reflect on your critical abilities and how best to implement them 

Ø Try to question the uncritical adherence to the models imposed from the outside. 

Ø Develop your own critical sense by questioning your beliefs and listening to those  

of others. 

 

7. ACTIVITIES ON CRITICAL THINKING  

 7.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

 

“Opinions or facts?” 

 

This activity allows the participants to train the ability to distinguish between the opinions and 

what can instead be considered a fact. Initially, it could ask to participants what is the difference 

between thoughts and facts, into a brain storming setting. Then, some themes are presented and 

about this the participants are called to express a thought. At the end, it’s important that partici-

pants reflect if the thought expressed is an opinion or a fact. 

 

 

Objectives: recognize and distinguish personal opinions from objective facts or criticisms  

Age target: adults 

Material: sheet and pen for taking notes 

Procedure: some themes are presented:  

Ø Sex and young people;  

Ø Success in work for self-fulfillment;  

Ø Express all your emotions;  

Ø The friendship between man and woman; 

Each individual will have to write his own (short) thought / criticism about it. Once this phase is 

over, each will have to re-read their criticisms and determine whether they are personal opinions 

or facts. Final phase: reflect on the importance of recognizing when a certain thought is opinion 

or fact. 

 



 

8. DECISION MAKING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ecision making is the result of 

cognitive and emotional processes 

that determine the selection of 

actions between different alternatives. It is a 

fundamental life skill because it allows not on-

ly to make functional and useful decisions for 

one's own life but also to avoid being "stuck" 

in the face of uncertainty or not collapsing in 

front of decision-making results that are not 

useful. 

In most cases, making decisions means think-

ing in conditions of uncertainty: we cannot 

predict with certainty the future outcome of 

the possible alternatives available, but at best 

we can only estimate the probability of such 

outcomes.  

 

Researchers in the fields of psychology and economics generally agree on the importance of two 

fundamental human motivations, such as the desire to reduce uncertainty and the desire to gain 

advantage (Bentham, 1948); these reasons are fundamental in making decisions. Contrary to the 

first theories, which saw decision making linked to rational choice, today it is known that human 

decisions are based as much on hedonic and emotional motivations as on rational motivations 

(Cabanac, 1992). 

Decision making is therefore closely related to probabilistic reasoning. By probabilistic reasoning 

we mean an inductive inference reasoning that allows us to estimate the probability that a given 

event within certain conditions can be realized. The studies of Kahneman and Tversky (1974; 

1981) found that people do not reason precisely in statistical and rational terms, but would use so-

called heuristic strategies. Heuristics are cognitive shortcuts that simplify the complexity of evalu-

ating the likelihood of an event and allow you to make a decision faster. 
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Several categories of decision-making strate-

gies have been identified in the literature. A 

first category of "compensatory" strategies, 

includes for example the model of pros and 

cons, according to which the individual evalu-

ates the positive and negative attributes of 

the two alternatives, and the model of differ-

ences, according to which the individual eval-

uates the difference between one and the 

other option. The second category of deci-

sion making strategies consists of the "non-

compensating" models which analyze the dif-

ferent attributes according to a restrictive 

and eliminatory criterion: the first negative 

aspect found involves the elimination of the 

entire alternative. 

Kahneman and Tversky focused on the study 

of decision strategies implemented in risky 

situations. Risk perception is a very complex 

phenomenon and when people have to assess 

risks, they often do not have complete in-

formation, they cannot use statistical data or 

other objective information. They can only 

use information or knowledge derived from 

their experience. 

Another phenomenon involved in decision 

making in contexts of uncertainty and risk is 

the so-called framing, that is the way in which 

individuals represent decision problems. The 

social context can represent a factor that in-

fluences the decision-making process, since 

individuals are continually having to make de-

cisions being immersed in a social context. 

Inevitably social pressures and culture can in-

fluence decision-making behavior, particularly 

within social and organizational contexts. Be-

longing to the group can influence the behav-

iors and decisions of individuals: the individual 

is pushed to conform to the decisions of the 

group even if different with respect to his 

own way of thinking and acting. 

Finally, another factor that affects the deci-

sion making process is emotional stress. For 

example, a cause of stress is given by the lack 

of time available to make a decision. Accord-

ing to the theory of Janis and Mann (1977) 

individuals adopt different behaviors depend-

ing on the degree of stress to which they are 

subjected. For example, if the degree of 

stress is intense, the individual can implement 

a defensive avoidance, which consists in 

abandoning the decision-making process and 

deferring it to a later time, or he can assume 

hypervigilant attitudes and behavior. 

 

According to the WHO, there are five ways to make decisions:  

1. On impulse  

2. procrastinating  

3. Not making a decision  

4. Letting others make the decision for us  

5. Deciding after an evaluation of the pros and cons 



 

Targets of the activities: 

Ø Recognize the origin of the decision making process. 

Ø Develop decision making skills by learning to evaluate the pros and cons of a decision. 

 

9. ACTIVITIES ON DECISION MAKING 

9.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

"How do you decide?" 

The following activity allows the participants to reflect on their usual ways of decision making 

within a group discussion structure. To facilitate this, a list of situations is presented to the partici-

pants, they are called to make decisions about the situations and analyze the processes involved, 

including emotional ones that cannot be considered separated than cognitive processes.  

 

Objectives: to bring out reflections on one's own way of making decisions.  

Age target: adults 

Material: sheet and pen for taking notes 

Procedure: try to make choices:  

Ø You have to go to work and you realize that the machine does not start. You have no oth-

er personal means available and you have to choose between bus (inexpensive but crowd-

ed), tram (expensive but fast), on foot (no cost but tiring).  

Ø You must organize a summer vacation. You can choose between a location that is not so 

great for you but highly economic and a very expensive destination.  

Ø You have a budget that you have saved after a year of work. You have to choose between 

repairing the car and buying a dress you want so much.  

Reflection: what did you do to make a decision?  

Ø On impulse  

Ø Procrastinating  

Ø Not making a decision  

Ø Letting others make the decision for us  

Ø Deciding after an evaluation of the pros and cons 



 

 

9.2 ACTIVITY 2: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

"Making decisions in a functional way ..." 

Differently from the previous activity, the four phases that characterize the functional decision 

making are exposed to the participants. Subsequently, stimulus situations are presented through 

which participants can practice, applying the four phases. It could be useful that the participants, if 

desired, set out some personal situations and tried to make decisions by the method previously 

modeled. 

Objectives: Learn a new way to make more effective decisions.  

Age target: adults 

Material: decision making model scheme 

Procedure: propose different examples of situations where decisions need to be made:  

Ø A friend didn't invite you to a party. What are you doing? 

Ø You loaned a book that was not returned to you after a long time. What are you doing?  

Ø A colleague treated you badly. What are you doing? 

Subsequently, everyone will be able to apply the modelmaking model organized in 4 phases:  

Ø Name the choices and alternatives involved in your decision.  

Ø Get information about the decision (considering values, goals and the list of facts you need 

to know).  

Ø Calculate the advantages and disadvantages of each choice.  

Ø Make your decision and list the reasons for your choice.  

 

DECISION MAKING MODEL 
 

4 phases: 

1. Name the choices and alternatives involved in your decision.  

2. Get information about the decision (considering values, goals and the list of facts you need 

to know).  

3. Calculate the advantages and disadvantages of each choice.  

4. Make your decision and list the reasons for your choice. 



 

CHAPTER 3 

EMOTIONAL LIFE SKILLS 

 

  

 

he World Health Organization listed empaty, copying with emotions, copying with stress, 

effective communication and interpersonal relationship among the Life skills. As above 

mentioned, we defined them as the Emotional Life Skill subgroup. 

Moreover, rather that considering each of them as a separate construct, we discussed all the Emo-

tional Life Skills under the umbrella of the Mayer and Salovey’s (1997) ability model of Emotional 

Intelligence and the D’Amico’s (2018) model of metaemotional intelligence. 

According to the Mayer & Salovey’s theory (1997), Emotional Intelligence is a set of cognitive skills 

used for elaborating emotional information. Their “Four Branch Model” of Emotional Intelligence 

describes four areas of capacities or skills that collectively describe many of areas of emotional in-

telligence. More specifically, this model defines emotional intelligence as involving the abilities to: 

 

Ø accurately perceive emotions in oneself and others 

Ø use emotions to facilitate thinking 

Ø understand emotional meanings, and 

Ø manage emotions. 

 

Metaemotional intelligence is a concept that it’s based on Mayer and Salovey model but, differently 

than this, it takes into account the metacognitive aspects of the processes of elaboration of emo-

tional informations. 

Metaemotional intelligence indeed is a multidimensional construct that arises from a combination 
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of emotional abilities and metaemotional capabilities as beliefs about emotions, self-concept about 

emotional abilities and self-evaluation of performances.  

 

In order to foster emotional skills, then, we used the activities included in the program 

MetaEmozioni (D’Amico, 2018) a method aimed at improving emotional and metaemotional intel-

ligence.  

In particular, MetaEmozioni is aimed at of promoting well-being, and to prevent and to intervent 

on emotional distress by developing the ability to perceive emotions in human communication and 

in the environment, as well as the ability to understand, regulate and use emotions. 

Designed in different versions, it can be applied in various contexts, such as school,  with children 

and adolescents, but it can also have interesting applications with adults in the academic, sports 

and work contexts or in all those contexts in which there is a condition of emotional distress or 

here it could be useful to promote emotional skills and emotional awareness. Currently, the 

method has been declined in two versions: MetaEmozioni-Test & Training and MetaEmozioni-

Scuola (specifically created for the school system). 

 

In figure 9 are represented the intervention areas included in the program and, as already done 

with cognitive life skills, in the next sections, the theoretical framework of each emotional skill is 

provided, followed by some activities drawn from the method. 

figure 9 
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1. RECOGNITION AND NON-VERBAL EXPRESSION OF EMOTIONS 

 

ll of us communicate through the 

facial expressions, the intensity and 

duration of a look, the tone of 

voice, the gestures, the way we approach and 

enter into physical contact with others 

(D’Amico, 2018a). 

The great involvement of the body in non-

verbal communication also demonstrates the 

existence of an essential relationship between 

mind, body and emotions. 

One of the most important author that has 

lead some studies about the facial expression 

of emotion is Paul Ekman. He listed the 6 

basic emotions already individuated by Dar-

win, adding another one, the “contempt”. 

Ekman's studies have given rise to the FACS 

(Facial Action Coding System), a method of 

encoding facial expressions, which has al-

lowed us to identify 44 visible actions of facial 

muscles, minimal and independent, called 

units of action). 

Although not as numerous, there are also 

many studies on other forms of non-verbal 

communication. We can consider forms of 

non-verbal communication the use of panto-

mime, to exemplify an action and provide a 

model for others, of the emblematic ges-

tures; some are now universal, like the "ok" 

gesture; others are linked to particular cul-

tures, or even to a specific relationship one 

by one. To indicate a spatial or temporal 

place or distance we use deictic gestures. Fi-

nally, there are motor gestures, perhaps 

more than others linked to the emotional 

sphere due to their function of self-

stimulation or self-relaxation (drumming with 

your fingers, touching your hair, etc.). To re-

alize how important gestures in communica-

tion are and as a vehicle for emotions, it is 

enough to think of sign language, through 

which people with profound deafness com-

municate their world. 

Other forms of non-verbal communication 

are the proxemics and haptic. By the distance 

in which some people talk to us, for example, 

we can get a lot of informations about their 

emotional status and we could get a lot of in-

formations about the influence that it has on 

us. 

By approaching a person, however, you do 

not only communicate with her, but you say 

something about your relationship to others. 

Closeness or physical contact can express 

emotions more than a thousand words. In-

deed, in contexts and with the right people, 

they are "nourishment" for emotions. Not 

surprisingly, when we talk about the first 

founding relationship for a child's psychic life, 

we talk about attachment, which can be 

translated as the cancellation of the distance 

between the child and the caregivers. The 

range of skills needed to recognize and ex-
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press the non-verbal emotional signals that 

we have described in this chapter is a very 

important component of Emotional Intelli-

gence. Being emotionally intelligent also 

means giving adequate importance to these 

signals: pay attention to the emotions in the 

faces of others, to their movement to their 

gestures, show your emotions to others, al-

ways respecting your own culture and educa-

tion; you will be able to transmit much more 

of yourself, and this is never a mistake 

(D’Amico, 2018 a). 

 

2. ACTIVITIES ON RECOGNITION AND NON-VERBAL EXPRESSION OF 

EMOTIONS  

2.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METAEMOZIONI METHOD 

 

"Emotional contact" 

The following activity allows participants to train in the ability to recognize and express a specific 

emotion through the experience of physical contact. This activity, to be carried out in a setting 

group, allows the participants to overcome the barriers that are often linked to physicality and to 

concentrate uniquely on the processes of expression of emotions (the actor) and of recognition of 

emotions (the decoder). 

Objectives: express and recognize emotions through physical contact 

Age target: adults 

Material:  

Ø Bandage to cover the eyes  

Ø - Cards showing different emotions  

Procedure: one participant plays the role of the communicator and the other that of the decod-

er (blindfolded). The communicator chooses a card and then tries to express the indicated emo-

tion by touching the decoder, without speaking or emitting any other type of sounds. The decod-

er tries to understand what emotion you wanted to convey. 

 



 

2.2 ACTIVITY 2: FROM THE METAEMOZIONI METHOD 

"Can you recognize and express emotions?" 

Similar to the previous one, in the following activity the participants will have to express and rec-

ognize emotions through facial expressions. At the end of the activities, in both cases, it is im-

portant to start a group discussion in order to share the greatest difficulties encountered during 

the activity.  

Objectives : to stimulate participants' abilities of recognition and facial expression of emotions. 

Age target: adults 

Material: emotion cards 

Procedure: the group will be divided into pairs. Each couple will be assigned different emotion 

cards. In turn a member of the couple will commit to expressing the emotion indicated on his 

card through the face, the other will have to try to recognize it. Once the two participants have 

finished, they will exchange the role. 

 

Anger Joy Sadness Disgust Fear 

Amazement Wrath Confidence Pride Surprise 

Euphoria Jealousy Embarassment Shame Anxiety 

Disappointment Nostalgia Relief Distrust Enthusiasm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3. EMOTIONAL SYNESTHESIA 

 

he sensory experiences that reach our cognitive system through the hands, or more gen-

erally through the skin of the body, produce emotional experiences, in some cases even 

very intense. A very wide range of sensations belong to the tactile experience, which dis-

tinguish the physical characteristics of the materials with which we come into contact (hard, soft, 

velvety, smooth, rough, slimy, spongy, angular, pungent, but also hot, cold, wet , dry, etc.) 

(D’Amico, 2018). 

Gestalt is one of the first and most famous "schools" in the field of psychology that has been inter-

ested in how we perceive the external environment, focusing in particular on visual perception. 

The Gestaltists were the first to show that visual perception does not arise from the sum of the 

elements we observe, but "emerges" as a unitary whole.  

Emotions can influence perception even in the opposite direction, limiting or preventing certain 

perceptions.  

There are studies that highlight how even simple geometric shapes take on very specific emotional 

meanings. For example, the figure below shows a screen shot of the children's program "Develop-

ing emotional intelligence" (D’Amico and De Caro, 2008); in this activity the children are asked to 

"catch the surprise" by selecting it with the mouse while it is scrolling on the screen. 

 

 
 

 

 

Several studies have shown that the angular 

forms are often linked to explosive emotions 

and full of energy, while the continuous and 

soft lines are generally associated with emo-

tions of lower energy. 

The relationship between colors and emo-

tions has also aroused the interest of many 

psychologists. However, it is quite clear that 

there are cultural differences in the way in 

which each color is perceived and used in dif-

ferent cultures and on the symbolism that it 

brings with it. 
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In 1949 Max Luscher developed a "color test" 

that uses eight colors, four basic (red, yellow, 

green and blue) and four auxiliary (brown, 

gray, black and purple), asking the subjects 

examined to choose some and discard oth-

ers. According to the author, based on the 

color chosen by the subject and taking into 

consideration the "discarded" color, the test 

allows to know the psychophysical and emo-

tional state that the perception generates in 

the observer and to carry out a profile of the 

interviewees' personality: green would corre-

spond to high levels of self-esteem, stability, 

strength and perseverance; to yellow, a radi-

ant personality, oriented towards action and 

freedom; to blue, a state of quiet, satisfaction 

and harmony; to red, a personality character-

ized by energy, self-confidence and confi-

dence in one's abilities; to gray, a neutral per-

sonality, tending to distance and detachment; 

to brown, a tendency to corporeality and 

physical pleasures; to black, the denial of col-

or, behind which a claim to power can be 

hidden; to purple, a personality oriented to 

change, to transition, and generally chosen by 

pregnant women, children and immature per-

sonalities. 

Also music can change the value, positive or 

negative, of some experiences and their in-

tensity, because it is able to modify the fre-

quency of our heart rate, or the rhythm of 

breathing, muscle tension, gastric activity, 

electrodermal response, and even the secre-

tion of cortisol, a stress-related hormone 

(D’Amico, 2018a).  

Music, moreover, has an incisive emotional 

impact is linked to our first relational experi-

ences. Numerous research shows that music 

is the instrument of choice through which the 

mother and baby communicate. 

Taste is one of the senses most involved in 

the recovery of memories and emotional ex-

perience. 

A study lead by Gibson in 2006 examined the 

way in which sensory, physiological and psy-

chological mechanisms underlie emotional in-

fluences on food choice. Perceiving the taste 

of a substance can alter mood and emotional 

predisposition, generally reducing excitement 

and irritability, and increasing calmness. For 

example, eating sweet foods is more likely to 

improve mood and reduce the effects of 

stress by activating opioid and dopamine 

production in the brain. Eating salty foods has 

an effect on blood pressure and therefore 

can cheer us up when we feel particularly 

weak. Obviously, the relative value of each 

food also depends on the habits, expectations 

and needs of the subject, or other more or 

less transient physical and psychological con-

ditions in which it is found (for example pre-

menstrual dysphoria). 

Krusemark, Novak and Gitelman in a study of 

2013 have shown how emotions are also in-

fluencing the perception of odors. They con-

ducted a study asking subjects to smell some 



 

stimuli in normal condition, and after the in-

duction of a state of anxiety. The results 

showed that, under anxiety conditions, sub-

jects perceived as unpleasant smells that 

were initially perceived as neutral. These re-

sults show that emotions also influence the 

perception of odors. 

Then there are those cases in which emo-

tions represent the trait d union and the 

background to integrate different sensory 

modalities. For example, the scholars Barbi-

ere, Vidal and Zellner (2007) had 4 group 

songs listened to a group of university stu-

dents. At the end of each song, the students 

had to assign a color to the listened song. 

The results showed that the more cheerful 

songs were combined with brighter colors 

like yellow, red, green and blue, while the sad 

songs were generally given gray. Thus, the 

emotional properties of music were trans-

ferred to the emotional properties of color, 

and vice versa. 

 

4. ACTIVITIES ON EMOTIONAL SYNESTHESIA 

4.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METAEMOZIONI METHOD 

"Paint the music" 

During this activity the participants are free to paint subjects while listening to different pieces of 

music. At the end of the activity it is very important to start a group discussion trying to make the 

participants reflect on the variations of the colors used, the subjects painted, the type of 

brushstroke, in relation to the music listened to. It is also interesting that everyone shares their 

experience and that the participants observe their works to gain greater awareness of how emo-

tions are influenced by music. 

Objectives: Experience how music manages to stimulate multiple emotional states, which in turn 

influence creativity and imagination. 

Age target: adults 

Material: 

• sheets of different sizes, various materials and in different colors 

• pencil colors, tempera and watercolours, colored chalks, spirit brushes, wax colors, cush-



 

ions, background music: 

Ø neutral music: 

• Relaxation: Relaxing Nature Sounds and Tibetan Chakra Meditation Music for Relaxa-

tion Meditation 

 

Ø sad music: 

• Giovanni Allevi - Back To Life 

• Gabriel's Oboe - Ennio Morricone 

• Forrest Gump Piano Theme 

• Amelie - Comptine d'un Autre Été  

Ø cheerful music: 

• Ambray - Maya 

• Gioacchino Rossini - La gazza ladra - Overture 

 
 

Procedure: participants are given sheets asking to paint freely, in an abstract or figurative way, 

with background music. The sheet is replaced 3 or 4 times while simultaneously replacing the 

backing track. The participants will therefore be clearly inspired by the music in choosing the col-

or and the shapes they will produce. Instrumental musical bases must be selected (to avoid paying 

attention to the meaning of the words) and in any case very different from each other: a rhythmic 

music that arouses joy must be alternated with a sad music or with more solemn tones or with 

more mysterious tones. In conclusion, by arranging all of them in a circular arrangement and ex-

posing the various paintings, we will discuss how the alternation of melodies influenced the mood 

of the participants and therefore their artistic productions. 

 

 

 

 



 

4.2 ACTIVITY 2: FROM THE METAEMOZIONI METHOD 

"The geometry of emotions" 

This activity allows the participants to reflect on the correlation existing between the geometric 

shapes and the emotions they arouse. At the end of this activity, after that participants have filled  

their tables, it is important to point out to them how in most cases, depending on the emotion, 

the colors and shapes used are the same or very similar. 

Objectives: associate forms with emotions 

Age target: adults 

Material:  

Ø geometric shapes;  

Ø geometry sheet of emotions. 

Procedure: participants are given a sheet containing a table with six boxes, each for six different 

emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, excitement, worry and fear). The participants using simple 

geometric shapes (circle, square, triangle and straight or curved lines) are called to complete each 

frame creating associations between geometric shapes and emotions. 

 

 

THE GEOMETRY OF EMOTIONS 

Joy Anger Sadness 

Fear Shame Cheerfulness 

Tranquillity Boredom 
Indicate the emotion: 

____________________ 

 

 



 

5.  UNDERSTANDING OF EMOTIONS 

 

he emotional words of emotions 

carry with them various levels of 

meaning; on the one hand, there is 

the purely verbal meaning, that, to be clear 

that we could find in a dictionary. And then 

there is the experiential meaning. So, if it is 

certainly very important that people know 

the meaning of emotional terms, it is equally 

important that they are aware of the experi-

ential dimension, that each emotional term 

brings with self (D’Amico, 2018). 

Describe to another person our emotional 

state by using an inappropriate term, too 

much or not sufficiently intense, changes both 

the way in which the interlocutor under-

stands and reacts to our externalization, and 

our own way of experiencing the emotion. If 

you feel "down in the dumps" and describe 

yourself instead as "depressed", you will 

communicate to others an emotional state 

much more unpleasant, serious and stable 

(without considering the pathological conno-

tation) of what you are actually experiencing; 

then, you will try to give consistency to your 

own words, looking in the history of your life 

or in contingent situations for elements that 

justify your emotional state (D’Amico, 

2018a).  

The language of emotions is not limited to 

the terms that describe certain emotional 

states, but includes all the lexical, syntactic 

and morphological resources used to express 

emotions. Lexical resources refer to names, 

verbs, adjectives, and adverbs that refer to 

emotions, but also to interjections. The syn-

tactic resources are, for example, the em-

phatic constructions that activate the atten-

tion of the interlocutor. Finally, the morpho-

logical resources are the diminutives, the pet 

names and the derogatory ones. In oral lan-

guage, then, prosody and intonation and oth-

er phonological features of speech intervene. 

This implies that we can understand the kind 

of emotion transmitted by a vocal message in 

an unknown language, or betray with the 

sound of the voice the same semantic con-

tent as what we are saying. 

In written language, the emotional compo-

nent can be regulated through the use of 

punctuation: with the simple displacement of 

a comma it can change the meaning of a sen-

tence and the use of the exclamation, in par-

ticular, or of the three points of suspension, 

have a clear emotional value that is combined 

with the semantic content of the words that 

precede them.  

Every emotion, like any other experience, has 

a context and a script (or different scripts). 

The scripts are retrieved from memory and 

are activated almost automatically whenever 

we find ourselves in situations we have al-

ready experienced. If I have experienced jeal-

T 



 

ousy, I know that it is determined when I 

perceive a threat to my intimate relationship, 

and that it generally produces a reaction of 

anxiety mixed with fear of loss and hostility 

towards the potential rival. A script, once 

learned, becomes a knowledge that is auto-

matically activated, and is both positive and 

negative. It is positive because it makes us act 

quickly, for example by triggering the escape 

reaction without losing precious time in con-

ditions of real risk; it is negative because 

sometimes it tends to trigger even when 

there is not a real risk. According to this, 

Lazarus elaborated the theory of “primary 

appraisal”. Lazarus considers primary apprais-

al an assessment of how significant an event is 

for a person, including whether it is a threat 

or opportunity. According to D’Amico 

(2018) emotional understanding is the result 

of primary appraisal, i.e. the evaluation of 

events, for what they represent for the indi-

vidual who perceives them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The understanding of conscious emotions re-

quires to break the automatisms and  to build 

new "emotional scripts". An emotional script 

can also be strongly influenced by the culture 

of belonging and education. In some cultures, 

the script of anger, for example, endorses the 

answer of physical or verbal aggression as an 

answer, while in other cultures this is consid-

ered completely dishonorable and people 

tend to suppress their own emotional reac-

tions. Then, there are the individual differ-

ences in how each of us encodes, classifies 

and understands emotional situations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

6. ACTIVITIES ON UNDERSTANDING OF EMOTIONS 

6.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METAEMOZIONI METHOD 

"The space of emotional words" 

This activity allows participants to familiarize themselves with new words that indicate emotional 

states, thus expanding the emotional vocabulary. Participants have the opportunity to put emo-

tional words on the meta-emotional space and this allows them to train themselves to reflect 

about the levels of pleasantness / unpleasantness and energy that characterize their emotional 

states. As always, it’s very useful to start a group discussion to share the experiences of each one 

by noticing the contact points or individual differences in the participants' emotional experience.  

Objectives: expand the emotional vocabulary.  

Age target: adults 

Material:  

Ø sheet of the MetaEmotional space  

Ø list of emotional words 

Procedure: participants are divided into groups of 2-4 people. The list of words is provided be-

low, which indicates different emotional states and we ask you to write them in the MetaEmo-

tional space. Optionally, the list can be supplemented with additional terms. We discuss together 

the different analogies in the placement that the different groups have made of the same terms. 

 

LIST OF EMOTIONAL WORDS 

Afraid Cheerful Envious Sad 

Angry Depressed Grateful Satisfied 

Anxious Disgusted Happy Stressed out 

Bored Embarassed Jealous Tired out 

Calm Energetic Proud Vindictive 



 

6.2 ACTIVITY 2: FROM THE METAEMOZIONI METHOD 

"The SCRIPT of emotions" 

According to the idea that someone has a specific script, understood as a behavioral and action 

sequence, when he or she experiences a certain emotion in a specific situation, this activity allows 

the subjects to reflect about the usual scripts that they implement. Thanks to a final group discus-

sion it is possible to compare and share one's modes of action and analyze how one's own behav-

ioral modalities resemble or differ from those of other participants when they are in similar situa-

tions. 

Objectives:  Understand the characteristics of the scripts of certain emotions 

Age target: adults 

Material: 

Ø sheet of understanding emotions 

Procedure: 

Ø invite participants, in collective session or in small groups, to complete the table in rela-

tion to some emotions indicated by the conductor. 

Ø at the end, the participants illustrate to the group what emerged from the discussion and 

reflect on similarities and individual differences between the scripts adopted, on cultural 

influences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

COMPREHENSION SHEET 

Emotion: i.e. anger Usually, when I feel anger: 

What’s happened?  

How intense and lasting is my emotion?  

What other emotions do I feel?  

What I do?  

What do I feel in my body?  

What do I think?  

 

 

7. REGULATING EMOTIONS 

ccording to Lazarus, after primary appraisal a secondary appraisal (also defined as cop-

ing) occurs. It is based on the evaluation of the resources that the individual has available 

to face the event. Secondary appraisal influences and starts the emotional regulation 

process.  

People use different strategies for regulating emotions. Some people, faced with a problem, show 

an excess of control, manifesting anxiety if they cannot manage all the individual aspects of the sit-

uation, and those who, at the opposite extreme, use escape or avoidance strategies from complex 

situations, up to almost not wanting to "see" or understand them. Other people, on the other 

hand, manage to carry out a clear analysis of the situation while maintaining good levels of self-

regulation. According to the scholars Gross and Thompson (2007) we generally use five different 

strategies for the management / regulation of emotions: the selection of situations, the modifica-

tion of the situation, the voluntary detachment of attention, the cognitive revaluation and the re-

sponse modulation. 

A 



 

 

                                                
Gross e Thompson (2007) 

  

 

 

 

 

The selection of situations coincides 

with our spontaneous attempt to avoid 

situations that we know are unpleasant 

or to look for situations or events that 

have made us happy. The modification of 

situations coincides with our effort to 

modify the aspects of the situations that 

make them unpleasant. The orientation 

of attention coincides with the search 

for pleasant stimulations, and with the 

attempt to "distract" oneself from un-

pleasant thoughts or memories. The 

cognitive transformation consists in the 

attempt to modify the meaning that the 

situation has for us, in trying to observe 

it from different angles. Finally, the mod-

ulation of the response consists in 

choosing the final behavior we use to 

give voice or to suppress emotions. But 

emotions, however, always find a way to 

express themselves. 

It is clear that different forms of regula-

tion have so many consequences on 

one's own and others' emotional experi-

ence. Consider for example the strategy 

of cognitive transformation or reapprais-

al, which is considered one of the most 

effective and adaptive: in the face of fail-

ure or suffering, many people use the so-

called "social confrontation downwards" 

that is the comparison with other people 

who pay in less fortunate conditions. In 

order to regulate emotion we can acti-

vate two different processes: managing 

emotions or generating emotion for us-

ing them. Management of emotions oc-

curs when we want to change an emo-

tion that we are already living, for in-

stance we don’t want to show our eu-

phoria or when we feel unpleasant emo-

tions and we would feel better.  

In these cases, we can manage our emo-

tions through behavior such as relaxing 

and breathing, taking time or avoiding 

persons or situations; or we can manage 

them through thought. This idea is the 

basis of a very famous and current theo-

ry of emotions formulated by Albert El-

lis, one of the fathers of cognitive-

behavioral psychology, who already in 

the 1960s founded the method known as 

rational-emotional therapy, already in 



 

the name, one of the first encounters 

between reason and emotions. Accord-

ing to Ellis, people's emotional suffering 

can be significantly reduced or amplified, 

not by modifying external events, but by 

intervening on the thoughts we adopt to 

interpret them. We can all run into fail-

ures or failures, but for a person who 

has developed irrational thoughts over 

time, such as the idea of infallibility or 

duty (I have to succeed) or catastrophic 

thinking (if I can't do it, it's the end), fail-

ure will be experienced as a far more 

traumatic event, compared to those with 

an attitude of thought more open to the 

possibility that failure is a piece of our 

existence. Bringing to the attention of 

the patient and therefore changing irra-

tional thoughts (I must succeed vs. I 

would prefer to succeed) is therefore 

the aim of rational emotional therapy. 

Fighting one's irrational thoughts, how-

ever, is far from easy, they have very 

deep roots, in our personal history, in 

our education and in our convictions. 

Not all people are able to overcome 

such thoughts and in some case the 

therapeutic paths are not completely ef-

fective. Furthermore, it is also true that 

some people experience objectively 

painful events: in the face of a real catas-

trophe, people's energies cannot be ori-

ented to fighting a thought that in that 

case is not irrational, but rather must be 

oriented towards acceptance of the 

traumatic experience.  

For these reasons, as already mentioned 

when we talked about self-awareness, 

one of the way for managing emotion 

through thought is also based on helping 

people to think about acceptance. For  

stopping to fight against their own un-

pleasant feelings or experiences and for 

accepting themselves and their life.  

Another way for regulating emotions is 

based, as Nico Frijda claims (2009), on 

“using emotions for regulating emo-

tions”. For instance we can generate a 

pleasant emotions for regulating an un-

pleasant one,  (i.e.: when you try to feel 

happy about positive aspects of your life 

for counterbalancing your failures); or 

we can generate an unpleasant emotions 

in order to empathising with other peo-

ple or situations (i.e. if you need to gen-

erate disappointment to understand  

 the feelings of a person that has been 

offended); generating the energy of a 

pleasant/unpleasant emotion (i.e.: you 

need to find the strenght and the cour-

age of anger to copy with a demanding 

situation). 

Generating emotion for using them, 

thus, corresponds to an efficient use of 

emotions in order to copy with particu-

lar situations (D’Amico, 2018). 

 



 

7.1 EMOTIONAL REGULATION AT PERSONAL LEVEL AND IN  INTERPERSONAL RE-

LATIONSHIPS 

All the process that we described so far may be involved both in personal management and in the 

management of interpersonal relationships. 

It all depends on the scope of our managing efforts, that can be: oriented towards oneself, orient-

ed towards the others; oriented towards the relationship. It is from the meeting of two people 

with good personal regulation that a healthy, balanced and optimal interpersonal regulation arises.  

Indeed, the balance between personal and interpersonal management is fundamental for the estab-

lishment of sane emotional relationships in family, friendship or work.  

Another very important aspect of interpersonal relationship is the communication style that we 

adopt in interacting with others, since clear and effective style allows the connection of good so-

cial relations.  Indeed, we can list three relational styles that people generally use in social interac-

tions:  

Ø Passive (submissive) style: The passive subject thinks that it is more important to save 

the relationship with others rather than promoting one's own ideas. In the immediate fu-

ture this attitude can reduce social anxiety, but for a long time it increases the perception 

of being overburdened. 

Ø Aggressive Style: it is typical of a person focused on their desires who wants to com-

municate their ideas, but does so without respecting others. The strategies to achieve this 

are violent and dominant, in order to increase personal social power. 

Ø Assertive Style: expresses one's ideas, needs, beliefs, needs and moods. He is sincere, di-

rect, non-aggressive and does not deny the rights of others. 

 

Many scholars agree that the most effective communication style is the assertive one, based on re-

spect for oneself and the others and based on the promotion of one's own ideas, without bullying 

others and without losing one's point of view. The main characteristics of an assertive style are: 

the use of active listening, the affirmation of self, the lack of anxiety and guilt, the attribution of 

trust to others and what he says, the lack of prejudices and clear communication of your feelings. 

It requires recognizing one's values, needs and goals, but also recognizing and accepting (willing-

ness to listen) that they may be different from those of others, thus confronting other members of 



 

one's own groups. Generally, people that use assertive styles show good level of self-esteem; clear 

and precise objectives that increase the percentage of successes thus increasing self-esteem; ability 

to listen; know how to say no without feeling guilty; know how to admit one's mistakes; criticize 

behavior in a constructive manner and never the person. 

Among the most typical skills of assertive communication with a strong relational impact is know-

ing how to say “no”. The "no" is often mistakenly considered as a relational block, while it is es-

sential to give a true and reliable image of oneself. This competence is associated with the even 

more unpleasant possibility of criticizing the other and proposing a change in his behavior. The 

starting point is to express empathy towards the other (I understand why you are doing this), 

while at the same time clarifying what negative reactions/emotions this behavior causes in them-

selves. Throughout the change, we openly confront each other and ask for the help of others for a 

joint resolution of the relational problem5. 

 

Targets of activities: 

Ø Explore the meaning and universality of emotions.  

Ø Facilitate the expression of emotions in a functional and useful way. 

Ø Learn and practice an emotional management method. 

 

8. ACTIVITIES ON PERSONAL MANAGEMENT  

8.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METAEMOZIONI METHOD 

"The SCRIPT of emotions" 

Similar to the previous activity, in the following sheets the participants will indicate the scripts that 

they usually implement in the presence of certain situations and emotions. The purpose of the ac-

tivity is to reflect on the fact that through thought and behavior the occurrence of an emotional 

modification is possible, provided that there is a threshold of awareness with respect to these 

emotional processes. 

 

                                                
5 www.crescita-personale.it 



 

Objectives: understand which scripts of certain emotions are and be able to modify them with 

the use of possible strategies. 

Age target: adults  

Material:  

Ø sheet of the management of emotion through thought  

Ø sheet of the management of emotion through behavior  

Procedure:   

Ø invite the participants, in collective session or in small groups, to complete the table in re-

lation to some emotions indicated by the conductor.  

Ø in the end, the participants illustrate to the group what emerged from the discussion and 

reflects on similarities and individual differences between the scripts adopted, on cultural 

influences and on the possible strategies identified. 

 

 

 

MANAGEMENT THROUGH THOUGHT SHEET 

Emotion  

What happened?  

How intense and lasting was my 

emotion? 

 

What other emotions did I feel?  

What have I done?  

What did I feel in my body?  

What did I think?  

What alternative thought can I do 

to manage my emotion? Possible 

strategies 

 

 



 

MANAGEMENT THROUGH BEHAVIOR SHEET 

Emotion  

What happened?  

How intense and lasting was my 

emotion? 

 

What other emotions did I feel?  

What have I done?  

What did I feel in my body? 

 

 

What did I think?  

What alternative behavior can I put 

in place to manage my emotion? 

Possible strategies 

 

 

 

8.2 ACTIVITY 2: TAKEN FROM THE METAEMOZIONI METHOD 

"Cogito ... Ergo sum! " 

During this activity the concept of functional analysis is presented in accordance with the theory of 

Albert Ellis. The aim of the activity is to make the participants aware on the fact that our emotions 

are not directly linked to events, but to the thought that we are dealing with an event or a situa-

tion. The awareness of our thoughts increases the capacity for re-thinking and managing them and 

the ability to structure alternative thoughts in place of dysfunctional ones. 

Objectives: learn the REBT technique to improve self-regulation. 

Age target: adults 

Material: 

Ø A4 sheets 

Ø markers 

Ø problem situations. 



 

Procedure: the subjects are invited to read the problem situations and are invited to devise pos-

sible alternative thoughts 

Trying to reflect on how thoughts can change the mood according to the following scheme: 

 

A                  B                     C 

à            à 
EVENT                 SITUATION       BEHAVIOR 

 

Situation 1 

Ø EVENT: Your colleague received a promotion that he didn't deserve. 

Ø THOUGHT: Instead you make a lot of effort but you can't get any results. You think you 

are incapable. REACTION: How do you feel? Come on are you acting? 

Ø Change the thought: ............................................. 

Ø What changes in your reaction? 

 

Situation 2 

Ø EVENT: In your family you feel misunderstood and unhappy. 

Ø THOUGHT: I don't understand your state and if you complain they tell you you're exag-

gerating. 

Ø REACTION: How do you feel? Come on are you acting? Change the thought: 

________________________ 

Ø What changes in your reaction? 

 

Situation 3 

Ø EVENT: Today is a difficult day because the project has to be delivered to the boss.  



 

Ø THOUGHT: All the other colleagues did it well except you. It is always like this. 

Ø REACTION: How do you feel? Come on are you acting? 

Ø Change the thought:  

___________________ 

Ø What changes in your reaction? 

 

 

8.3 ACTIVITY 3 : FROM THE ACT DNA-V MODEL  

“Managing emotions”  

The objective of this activity is the same as the previous one, that is to increase awareness of one's 

own emotional states and thoughts, however the reference theory in this case is the ACT. There-

fore the work is more focused on the emotional content and on the idea that the emotions are 

dynamic and that even the unpleasant ones can be accepted only if they are left with the space to 

coexist together with others. 

Objectives: recognize emotions for what they are without trying to repress them or change 

them in order to be available to DO by committing to their own values and goals. 

Age target: adults. 

Material: sheet and pen. 

Procedure: recognize an emotionally significant event and immerse yourself in memory. Focus 

on what you feel while we remember that memory.  

PHASE 1 - STANDARDIZATION: Try to say:  

Ø It's okay to experience emotions  

Ø Emotions are simply emotions  

Ø Emotions come and go  

Ø All emotions are good  

Ø This emotion has passed like the others.  

Observe your body and notice the physical sensations that it has made appear.  



 

PHASE 2 - AND  

ATTENTION: Promote awareness of physical sensations 

Ø "Which sensations in the belly do I know?"  

Ø "How does the chest feel?"  

APPOINT: 

Ø I feel sick in my stomach.  

Ø My chest is forced.  

DESCRIBE: choose an emotion  

Ø "That nausea means I feel nervous"  

Ø "That sense of constriction in the chest means I feel concern." 

 PHASE 3 - MAKE SPACE  

Ø Spazio Make room for emotions and what is presented at the moment.  

Ø Make room for judgments about emotions and not react to them.  

Ø Training (exercise of the alga that moves with the ocean).   

 

 

8.4 ACTIVITY 4: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

“Useful and non-useful emotions” 

 In a brainstorming setting the difference between useful and non-useful emotions is explained, in 

relation to the purpose of the emotion itself and to the objective to be achieved. Subjects are 

asked to recall situations in which they have experienced useful and not useful emotions and if, in 

the light of what has been said, they would modify the evaluation of the emotion experienced or 

not.  

Objectives: to distinguish useful and non-useful emotions. 

Age target: adults. 

Material: sheet and pen. 

Procedure: identify 2/3 episodes from the past in which dysfunctional emotions and other func-

tional 2/3 are recognized, explaining why. 

The 8 pairs of unpleasant emotions (useful - not useful): 



 

Ø ANXIETY - CONCERN 

Ø DEPRESSION - SADNESS 

Ø COLLERA - ANGER 

Ø FAULT - REFUND 

Ø OFFESA - DISAPPOINTMENT 

Ø SHAME - MISTAKE 

Ø DYSFUNCTIONAL ENVY - FUNCTIONAL ENVY 

Ø DYSFUNCTIONAL JELLOSIA - FUNCTIONAL JEALOUSY 

How to recognize if it is useful or not useful emotions. Through 4 variables: 

1. Intensity, frequency, duration 

2. If particularly unpleasant 

3. What it communicates to others 

4. • How it makes us act. 

 

 

9.  ACTIVITIES ON INTERPERSONAL MANAGEMENT  

9.1 ACTIVITY 1: FROM THE METAEMOZIONI METHOD 

"The right choice" 

In relation to the previous activity, within this the participants will be able to train themselves in 

identifying the most functional thoughts and behaviours, after they have been presented with stim-

ulus situations. It is advisable to start a group conversation to share the points of convergence and 

divergence and to compare oneself with one's own points of view. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Objectives: to offer food for thought and alternatives on situations of interpersonal manage-

ment. 

Age target: adults. 

Material: situations-stimulus. 

Procedure: subdivide the participants into at least two groups, and provide everyone with the 

set of answers for each stimulus situation, proposed by the tenant from time to time. 

He will have to read the target problem to the groups and the group that will first identify the 

correct alternative will be booked by ringing the bell. It is desirable that the conductor dwells on 

the proposed situation and on the alternatives selected by the groups, be they correct or not, 

motivating the reasons underlying the correct answer. 

 

 

Situation 1 

Angela prepared to go to class and is very fragrant. As soon as he takes 

the subway, an uncivil smokes inside. She is furious now smells like a cigar: 

what can she do to calm herself? 

 

 

 

The right choice 

 

 

1. Don't go on the metro anymore and walk for 40 minutes before 

you get to class 

2. Challenge it with your eyes 

3. Go to class because there is nothing you can do about ii 

4. Enter a perfumery and spray some perfume 

 

 

 

Situation 2 

Noemi is very upset because in the coming days she will have to organize 

a party and she doesn't know if time will be enough. What can you do to 

calmly deal with future commitments? 

 

 

The right choice 

1. Start preparing what you can 

2. Call your best friend because you help her  

3. Take a nice chamomile and sleep on it  

4. Make a reminder that takes into account the preparations and 

times 

 

 



 

 

Situation 3 

Diego was invited by his friends to participate in a ski race. He really 

wouldn't want to, because he is afraid, but he is in trouble because he 

knows that if he refuses, his friends would laugh at him. What could you 

answer? 

 

The right choice  

1. Ok come on, what's the problem ?! I'm sure to win 

2. I don't like it, it doesn't seem like a good idea, why don't we or-

ganize an ice skating instead? 

3. I ...... really ... if you really care ... ... it's fine. 

4. But are you crazy? I'm leaving! 

 

 

 

Situation 4 

Marta and Elisa accuse each other of having caused the loss of the volley-

ball game and call Lucia because each of them wants to know who is 

right. Lucia knows that taking sides on one side or the other would mean 

losing the friendship of one of the two. 

What can he say? 

 

 

 

The right choice   

1. I saw everything, now calm down because now I will tell you who 

is right 

2. Excuse me but today I am in a bit of a hurry. Ask someone else 

3. Please do not involve me because I know that you will then take it 

with me 

4. We try to understand what happened... I am ready to listen to 

you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

9.2 ACTIVITY 2: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

 

"What relational style do you have?" 

Through a modality of circle time, we ask to participant to reflect about their relational style 

strategies. It could be useful to help participants to remember some specific episodies of their life, 

trying to understand, all together, the style used to relate with others.  

Objectives: 

Ø identify your relational style; 

Ø reflect on the 3 relational styles. 

Age target: adults. 

Material: sheet and pen for taking notes. 

Procedure: meet a relative you haven't seen for a long time. He enthusiastic, you less. He asks 

you to go to the bar together to have a coffee and have a chat. You have little time and you don't 

really want to, what are you doing? 

Describe your behavior. 

Finally, reflection on the 3 relational styles. 

  

 

9.3  ACTIVITY 2: FROM THE METASKILLS METHOD 

"Can you be assertive?" 

This activity allows you to evaluate, reflect and empower their assertiveness skills . Subsequently, 

participants are presented with stimulus situations that they are called to discuss in light of the 

DESC model. 

1. Describe: indicate what is the undesirable behavior and its probable consequences. “When 

you….” 

2. Express: tell the interlocutor how you feel about this aspect. “I feel….” 

3. Specify: highlight the change you want from the other “I'd like you ...” 

4. Consequences: sharing rewarding consequences. 



 

 

Objectives: train to communicate assertively with the "DESC" method 

Age target: adults 

Material: sheet and pen for taking notes. 

Procedure: situations:  

Ø You hit a tire and find it very difficult to change the wheel. Try asking for help using the 

DESC template.  

Ø After a discussion with a colleague you realize you have offended him. Try to apologize by 

using the DESC model.  

Ø You lost a book that a friend brought you. Explain what happened using the DESC tem-

plate. 

Ø A friend asks you for a favor you cannot fulfill. Tell us using the DESC model.  

Ø You are in line at the post office but a guy does not respect the queue and goes ahead. 

Try telling him using the DESC model.  

Ø Your friend really misbehaved with you. Try to say what you think using the DESC model. 

Ø Tell someone to make fun of you. Try doing it using the DESC model. 

Ø - Try to make a compliment with assertiveness to an acquaintance. Do it using the DESC 

model.    
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